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ALFSI 
Academic Language Foundation Services International 
Welcome to ALFSI, one of the leading network of campus-based academic 
English language instruction and university preparation centers, with various 
locations in non English speaking countries. Each year, ALFSI teaches English for 
academic purposes for placing them in university degree programs accepting the 
successful completion of the advanced ALFSI curriculum as proof of English 
proficiency.  

We open our campuses inside the universities and the colleges and offer our 
students academic semester or academic year courses to improve their English to 
academic level in order to continue to any degree courses.  
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ALFSI 

FOUND 
IN  

ISTANBUL, TURKEY 
in 2001
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ENGLISH FOR 

ACADEMIC PURPOSES

WE ARE A 
CAMPUS - BASED 

SCHOOL

WE WORK WITH 
PRESTIGIOUS 
UNIVERSITIES

ALFSI has made the 
difference between 
success and failure, 

satisfied and 
unsatisfied 

students, leading 
and following for the 
partner campuses 
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Our main services 
ALFSI EAP (Academic English inside our partner 
campuses) 

We build, we run, we enroll!  

We build; ALFSI EAP build the English for Academic Purposes 
program inside your campus.  What ALFSI offers is strategic 
partnership along with its proven educational curriculum and 
training practices to the educational institutions providing Academic 
English preparation services in universities, colleges and high 
schools. 

We run; ALFSI is the one and only Academic English Language 
provider specialized in taking on the whole responsibility of English 
Foundation Years of universities, colleges and high schools in terms 
of operational management, sales and marketing, professional 
development, recruitment and finance. 

We enroll; ALFSI helps you promote your campus all around the 
world and place students to your degree or non-degree courses. New 
students start their English courses with ALFSI, continue their future 
courses with you.  

ALFSI Teacher Training 

Teaching as a Foreign Language is our expertise!  

ALFSI; provides Teaching English courses to the teachers from all 
around the world. Every year, ALFSI organizes courses between 5 
and 6 different topics including teaching young learners, teaching 
adult, teaching for English Prep Years, and teaching methodology.  

ALFSI Teacher Training courses take between 2 and 10 weeks long. 
Teachers who take ALFSI courses, awarded by ALFSI Teacher 
Training Certificate and have the opportunity in working as a trainee 
at one of the ALFSI campuses.  

ALFSI English Assessment by GET (trade mark of 
ALFSI -Academic English Language Assessment Test) 

Global English Test or GET, is a standardized test of English 
language proficiency for non-native English language speakers 
wishing to enroll in high schools, colleges and universities used by 
ALFSI in partner campuses. 

GET is a trademark of ALFSI (Academic Language Foundation 
Services International), a private organization, which designs and 
administers the tests. The scores are valid for two years; then they 
are no longer reported. 
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We build, we run, 
we enroll
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ALFSI Accreditations for Universities and Colleges 

ALFSI endorses English language schools and centers in universities, 
colleges and high schools. Endorsed centers are granted the ALFSI 
quality mark, and valued by students, teachers and agents. 

The main difference of ALFSI than the other accreditation bodies is, 
ALFSI endorse the English language schools and centers in non-
English speaking countries. ALFSI Accreditation is the quality 
assurance scheme for the Language Teaching Industry other than 
English Speaking Countries.  

How can we help you ?  

With 13 years of experience in teaching academic English and 
helping universities and colleges build their English Language 
Programs, we would like to help you improve the quality of teaching.  

Whether it is building and running your English Language Program 
inside your campus or accrediting your current program or just 
teaching TEFL courses to your current staff, there is always a reason 
to meet with you… 

Our Contact Details: 

Please do not hesitate to contact with us for your further questions  

Cankat Kalyoncu  
Managing Partner  
Ph: +90 541 466 59 30 
e-mail: cankat.kalyoncu@alfsi.com  
Web: www.alfsi.com  
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We value our 
partners
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